Lesson 3

Page 3-9, Instruction 2. Isometric is the default model orientation already.

Page 3-12, Instruction 12. If you successfully align the center of the circle to the two sketch references, and have the diameter set correctly, there will be no dimensions indicated. If you have dimensions shown, use what you learned at the end of chapter 5 to fix your sketch.

Page 3-15, Instruction 1. Tree Columns is under the Settings tab.

Page 3-25, Instruction 4. If you are having trouble selecting dimensions, select on the smart filter at the bottom right corner of the screen and change the filter to Dimensions.

Page 3-27 – Print out an isometric, no hidden line view (with label). It is important the view is oriented exactly as shown.

Page 3-28 – Answer questions 1-5

Page 3-29 – Exercise 1, print out an isometric, hidden line view (with label).